General Conditions for Rental
Every demand for a rent which has been done on the website, by post or email is the constituting of a
contract finalized at distance, and necessarily implies the acceptance, without restriction nor reserve, from
your part, of the hereby conditions.
The eco participation (0,20€/person/night) and the tourist tax (0,55€/adult/night) have to be added to the
amount of your stay. The amount of the deposit is equal to 25% of the total of the stay + 14€ of
administrative costs. When we receive your deposit, the camping will send you a confirmation of your
reservation. You must pay your balance 30 days before your arrival for the stays from the 01/07 to 31/8. For
the other dates, the payment will be done the first day of your holiday. On your arrival day, a guarantee of
170 euro will be asked from you (100€ for the mobile-home and 70€ for the cleaning). None anticipated
departure or delay to your arrival will be refund.
Notice that the campsite does not accept debit or credit card
The guarantee will be returned to you on your departure after an inventory of fixtures, unless we notice any
deterioration. The cleaning shall be borne by the tenant. At the end of the stay, the location must be
perfectly clean; otherwise, a 70€ financial contribution will be deducted from your guarantee. If the tenant
wishes to leave by night, the inventory of fixtures will be done without them and the guarantee will be
returned to them on the following week.
During the high season (from 1/7 to 31/8), the arrivals are on Wednesday or Saturday from 3pm (15h) and
departures on Saturdays or Wednesday before 10am. During low season, we can adapt to your schedules
according to availability.
The access to the accommodation might be refused in case of disruptive behaviour from a client, which is
against the peace and serenity of our camping.

Pets are strictly forbidden inside the mobile-home
 Cancellation insurance
We propose you the cancellation insurance included with the FFCC card (Fédération Française de Camping
et de Caravaning) to subscribe directly with them:
FFCC
78, rue de rivoli
75004 Paris
Phone: (0033) 01.42.72.84.08
- email : info@ffcc.fr or with this link : https://www.ffcc.fr/59/carte-demembre
 Cancellation fees without guarantee
If your cancellation takes place:
- More than 60 days before your stay: 10% of the total amount of your stay.
- Between the 59th and 30th day before your stay: 50% of the total amount of your stay.
- Between the 29th and 5th day before your stay: 90% of the total amount of your stay.
- Less than 5 days, the total amount of your stay.
In every case, booking fees are not reimbursed.
The camping Le Perpetuum cannot be held accountable for the non-fulfilment of the contract concluded, in
case of interruption or unavailability of your stay, in case of emergency, of disturbance or of all-out or partial
strike, especially from postal services and transport and/or communication means, of flood, fire and any
other unpredictable event.
 Equipment provided in every mobile-home :
- Fridge, dishes, microwave and electric coffee marker
- Table and 6 garden chairs
- 3 to 5 covers and 4 to 6 pillows
You must make sure to bring your sheets and pillowcases (except if you rent them)
A stock list is provided. The prices include gas and electricity.
Visitors, invited by campers included, will have to present themselves at the reception and fulfil the right of
residence. Every camper must conform to the camping’s internal rules.

